
Seltec Track and Field 3: Step by Step
Part 11 –  Technical Client

Data collection for technical events

There are two ways to capture the data of technical events on-site.
One is the "Technical Client", a Windows program that runs on a (notebook) PC and requires a 
direct network connection (preferred by LAN) with the TAF. And then on the other hand the 
"WebTeC", an HTML5 application that runs in a browser and requires an internet connection both at
the competition office and at the client.

In this part of "Seltec Track and Field 3" we will focus on the "Technical Client" (TeC).
With the TeC you can record results of vertical and horizontal jumps as well as throws. Since the 
TeC is often used together with the live CIS and with scoreboards (for which an additional license 
could by required - depending on your contract), this tool is built around this feature.

If you connect an wind gauge and / or an electronic distance measuring device to the TeC computer, 
the readings obtained by these devices can be read in directly.

After starting TeC, it searches for a TAF server in the network and downloads the competition 
database from there.
As with the TiC, either the "relevant" (technical) competitions are displayed on the left, or all of 
them. "Relevant" means that the round status must be "start list official" or "in progress".

If you open a event, you will see the result grid in the middle of the screen, just like in TAF.
However, this matrix in TeC is primarily for display and not for recording (even if this would also be
possible).

As in TAF, collecting results from vertical jumps can be distinguished from horizontal jumps and 
throws.
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Vertical Jumps (High Jump / Pole Vault)

Normally the jump heights should have already been created in the
competition office. At this case the result grid is visible. If the
heights are missing completely, no grid is shown, and you need to
add the jumping heights. This could also be neccesary, if it is noticed
during the competition that they have to be changed or added, this
can be done with the button "Heights".

Once the heights have been entered, the initial height can be set for
each athlete by clicking in the corresponding field in the grid and
typing "s" there.
Now all heights below this height are marked with "-" for a waiver.

TeC at high jump: First athlete has been staged
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When the competition starts, double-click in the field with the initial height of the first athlete.
The athlete will be "staged" and his attempt log will be active.

"Staged" means that if the displays are connected, the athlete's name and other informations (height, 
previous performance, etc.) are shown there.

Also in the LIVE-CIS you can see that this athlete is competing in the current attempt. If a TV 
production with graphic support by Seltec takes place at the competition, the corresponding TV-
graphic can now be displayed and the spectators receive this information on their screens.

After the jump one enters the "X" or "O" for the invalid or valid attempt and clicks on "Send" (or 
press ENTER). The TiC then calculates the athlete's rank and the data is sent to the TAF server, 
which then distributes it to the connected clients and to the live results system.
At a connected Screen, you now can see the result and rank.

Now the focus moves to the next athlete and by clicking on "stage" this athlete can then be called. If 
an athlete is called who has already had an invalid attempt over the same height, the "X" (or "XX") 
is placed in the input window. The cursor is placed behind it, so that by simply pressing the key you 
can add the mark for the following attempt.
When using a numeric keypad, the "0" stands for the "o" and the "+" for the "x". The inputs are 
converted accordingly.

TeC at high jump: An athlete retires

If an athlete renounces a height during the competition, "-" can be entered in the matrix. The 
corresponding attempt will then not be called.
If an athlete renounces further attempts, i.e. ends the competition prematurely, this is recorded by 
entering an "r" (for retirement).
In this case all subsequent heights are deactivated for the athlete.
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If there is only one athlete left in the competition and he/she now wants to jump other heights than 
originally planned, the heights not required can be deleted in the height management and then the 
new heights can be entered.

TeC at high jump: Registering heights for a jump-off

If at the end of the competition there are still 2 athletes in the competition who have to jump for 
victory in a jump-off, the heights required for this can also be entered in the height management and 
provided with the corresponding marker for "jump-off".

When the event is finished, the status of the round is set to "Finished" after comparing the data 
recorded on the PC with those on the manually kept list.
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Horizontal jumps (long and triple jump) and throws

In the horizontal jumps and throws, the athlete who is first on the list normally starts the 
competition.
That is, after setting the round to "in progress", double-click in the result field for the first attempt of
the first athlete, thus staging this athlete.

TeC at long jump: First competitor is staged.

Then you can enter the distance and - for horizontal jumps in outdoor competitions - the wind.
Just enter both without point and comma: "676" automatically becomes "6.76". Invalid attempts are 
marked with an "X" (or "+") in the performance field, a waiver can be marked with a "-" directly in 
the matrix or in the result field. Depending on when you get informed about it.
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TeC at long jump: An invalid try for athlete #23 within the 2nd attempt

If you need to, TeC can aid you changing the order of competitors (after round 3 and 5).

The „droping“ dialog window

To do this, click on the "drop" button.
The current placement of the athletes is displayed on the left side. The athletes who are allowed to 
continue competing after "dropping" (according to the information in the center of the window) are 
marked in green - the others in red.
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If you now click on "drop", the selected number will be displayed in reverse order on the right side. 
If you click on "Best n according to original start list", the order of the start list from the previous 
attempts remains. This is useful e.g. for triple jump, if the athletes jump sorted by boards.
If several classes jump together, either the competition or the competition in the individual classes 
can be used as a basis.

After closing the window the "n" selected athletes are displayed in the grid and the first athlete of 
the next attempt can be staged.

Again, at the end of the competition, the round status should be set to "finished".
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Electronic distance measurement

TeC offers the possibility to connect different devices for Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM).
Under "Devices" you can select your EDM and define the type of connection with the TeC.
This is a serial or Bluetooth connection.

The device window in TeC: Distance and wind measuring devices can be connected to TeC.

If you want to use an EDM that is not listed in the device menu, you might be able to select one that 
is similar in construction or data transmission. We have a device which tries to read all possible 
infomration from a GSI transmission.
If this does not work and you have information about the data exchange possibilities of your EDM, 
please contact our support.

In order to be able to use the EDM, it must be set up for the respective competition type before the 
start of the competition.
Thereby 3 measuring points are queried, which are measured one after the other. If the control 
measurement is carried out with sufficient accuracy, the data acquisition via EDM is released.
The procedure of the connection and the control measurements is explained in more detail in the 
Wiki under http://wiki.seltec-sports.net/doku.php?id=taf3_faq_edm. (Unfortunately only available in
German at the moment)
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TeC at long jump using EDM

During the competition the distances transmitted by the EDM are displayed on the right side of the 
window and can be transferred to the TeC distance field by one mouse click.

Wind Gauges

Just like an EDM, an anemometer can also be connected to the TeC.
Most models have a serial interface via which the result is transmitted to the TeC. When "sending" 
the distance, the data of the anemometer are also stored.
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